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Illustration 1: 3D Printing Pen

General Information
This easy to use, portable 3D Printing Pen can be used in households, workshops, schools, offices
and anywhere else you can imagine. It offers you a chance to indulge yourself in 3D printing at
any time and provides an excellent introduction to 3D Printing.
The 3D Printing Pen uses standard 1.75mm ABS plastic. Caution: This pen melts plastic – the tip
can reach temperatures of over 200C – keep out of reach of children and unplug the unit when
not in use.

What's Included
The package includes the 3D printing pen, the AC wall adapter and a short length of filament. The
AC adapter accepts 110-240V and may require a plug adapter. The wall adapter is 12V, 2.5A.
Please only use the adapter provided with this device.

Illustration 2: Package Contents

Features
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

[3D Doodling] Create 3D art in thin air!
[Extruder Speed Control] Control the rate at which your 3D printing pen extrudes the
plastic.
[0.7mm copper nozzle] 3D Printing Pen uses a 0.7mm copper nozzle
[Auto Warm UP] When you plug the 12V power adapter, the 3D printing pen would
warm up automatically. During this time the indicator light is red. The indicator light
turns blue when the device is ready to extrude.
[Auto Sleep Mode] If you do not work with the 3D Printing Pen for over 15 minutes, it
will stop heating the plastic. Nevertheless, when not in operation, the wall adapter
should be removed entirely.
[Filament Changeable button] You can reverse the direction of the motor which allows
you to change filament (if a filament is almost used up or if you want to change colors)
[100V-240V] The machine can operate on 100 to 240V AC
[1.75mm Plastic] The machine uses standard 1.75mm diameter plastic, which is
common on most 3D printers.

Operation
Caution!
The 3D printing pen works by heating up the plastic filament and pushing it through the nozzle at
the end of the device. The tip is VERY HOT. Melting ABS plastic may cause some smoke and a mild
odor.
1. This pen is intended to be used with plastic filament which melts at ~200C. The pen is
intended to be used with 1.75mm ABS filament, so it may cause little smoke when you
using, but it is non-toxic.
2. Plug 12V power adapter DC plug into the DC jack socket at the bottom of 3D Printing
Pen.
3. Plug power adapter into the Extension Cord/ If the indicator light is RED, the machine is
heating up. Once the light turns blue, it is ready to use. When the indicator light is red,
do not press the extruding button, please wait for it to turn blue.
4. After startup and entering into standby mode, the mode could also be called warm&
heating mode. Now the indicator light should be red now.
5. When the indicator light goes into blue. You now need to insert the 1.75mm filament
into the smaller hole at the bottom of the 3D Printing Pen. And try to insert the filament
as deep as you could, until you feel something block you there.
6. Try to use the Extruding Button (the large button on the 3D Printing Pen and the nearest
button to the nozzle), and feel the filaments goes into the Pen.
7. Keep press the Extruding Button and do not let it go. And in a few minutes, you would
see the filament comes out of the nozzle. Now you could draw anything you like.
8. Remove the power supply when the machine is not in use.
9. Change the filament before it all goes into the filament jack. If you want to change the
filaments, press the reverse button, and wait for the filament comes out.

Tips / Tricks
•

In order to print “in the air” you should adhere the start of the filament to a surface

•

Cut a length of filament from a larger roll, or use a “lazy suzan” in order to have the
filament unwind easily

•

Change the filament before it is used up, and do not reverse the filament if there is none
protruding from the machine.

•

Use a very flat, solid material to remove the ABS from a surface, such as a butter knife.

•

If the machine does not extrude plastic, it may be that the plastic is of variable diameter
and may be stuck in the machine. Remove the filament and cut the end neatly and try
again.

•

Create several shapes on flat surfaces and combine them to create 3D objects.

Overview
Please refer to the following diagrams
1. 【Case】Plastic protectve case
8. 【Nozzle】0.7mm nozzle gets VERY HOT
26. 【 Extruding Button 】 Machine starts extruding when the button be pressed and stops when
button Is not pressed.
27.【Reverse Button】Reverse the direction to remove the filament
32.【Indicator Light】Blue LED indicates power, red indicaes warming up.
33.【Speed Switch】Extruding speed
34.【12V DC Power Jack】Never joke about safety.
16/31.【Filaments Jack】This opening is for 1.75mm ABS filament.
35. 【Air Cooling】Do not cover these holes

